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New Measurement ofS Beam Asymmetry for h Meson Photoproduction on the Proton
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We present newS beam asymmetry data forh meson photoproduction on the proton, using a novel
tagged, laser backscattered, linearly polarized photon beam up to 1.1 GeV. The data show large,
positive asymmetries, at all incident photon energies. In addition to theS11s1535d and D13s1520d
resonances necessary to reproduce the cross sections,P13s1720d andD15s1675d “four stars” resonances
contribute to theS observable, but cannot reproduce the strong forward asymmetries measured at
energies higher than 900 MeV. [S0031-9007(98)06957-9]
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The underlying substructure of the nucleon gives ris
to a rich spectrum of excited states, many of which ha
been associated with the baryon resonances seen inpN
scattering [1] andp photoproduction. These baryon reso
nances and their associatedgNNp electromagnetic cou-
plings form bench marks for models of hadron structur
Quark models have been quite successful in account
for the masses of most observed resonances, although
some cases the electromagnetic couplings have presen
more of a challenge [2].

At energies above the first excited state of the nucle
[the P33s1232d resonance], the baryon spectrum is se
verely complicated by the presence of many broad ove
lapping states, and this has limited the constraints th
can be placed upon theory. Several “missing resonanc
have also been predicted which have so far escaped
perimental identification, these being either unresolved
only weakly coupled to thepN channel [3]. Thep me-
son carries isospinI  1, and as a result can couple to
both isospin1y2 and 3y2 channels. However, since the
h meson hasI  0, the sg, hd process offers the very
attractive possibility of being completely insensitive to
all I  3y2 resonances. In addition, comparatively few
baryon resonances have a significant decay branch into
hN channel. This reduces the complexity of the spectru
considerably. Moreover, the comparison between amp
tudes for resonances seen insg, hd andsg, pd would sig-
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nificantly reduce the model dependence in the separati
of the entrance channel electromagnetic couplings fro
the strong meson-decay modes.

Multipole analyses of meson photoproduction are nec
essary to extract resonance properties. These require
minimum of eight observables to avoid ambiguities: the
cross section, the three single-polarization observables (p
larized beam, target, and nucleon recoil) and four appro
priately chosen double-polarization observables [4]. Suc
complete information is not available and the extractio
of resonance parameters is necessarily model depende
Polarization observables provide important constraints o
this extraction. For this, one of the most important is th
beam asymmetryS, i.e., the beam polarization analyzing
power of a photoproduction reaction induced by linearly
polarized photons. This asymmetry is very sensitive to in
terfering multipoles of opposite parity and has frequentl
been used to separate electric and magnetic excitations.
this Letter, we present the first measurements of theS ob-
servable for theh meson photoproduction on the proton
from threshold up to 1.1 GeV.

Below 1 GeV, theS11s1535d resonance which has a
branching ratio tohN much larger than the other neigh-
boring resonances, plays a highly dominant role for th
cross section observable [5], while the RoperP11s1440d,
the D13s1520d, and theD15s1675d resonances give minor
contributions. OtherP and D wave resonances can be
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1797
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ignored [6,7]. As will be shown in this paper, allP and
D wave resonances contribute significantly to theS ob-
servable, mainly through interferences with theS11s1535d.
Accordingly, it should be possible to better evaluate th
contribution of individual resonances as well as to unde
stand nonresonant mechanisms (Born terms including ve
tor meson exchange). Approaches as those of Ref. [
where the determination of theS11s1535d electromagnetic
coupling strengths from the availableh photoproduction
data was attempted, will therefore provide more reliab
results.

For the photoproduction of thep meson, the experi-
mental situation is extensive [8], while for theh meson,
only differential cross section data [9] and four polar
ization points, corresponding to the recoil proton pola
ization [10], all measured before 1974 using untagge
photon beams, are available. The recently published
sults concerning the differential and total cross sectio
are devoted either to the study of the threshold beha
ior [11] or to the investigation at energies above th
S11s1535d region [12]. For theS beam asymmetry ob-
servable, a few points exist above 1.39 GeV [13], but n
measurement has been done near threshold. Our pres
S data complement the differential cross sections on t
proton [11,14], on the neutron [15], and the recent targ
asymmetry data on polarized protons from Bonn [16], a
measured from threshold to above 1 GeV, to provide ne
information on thegh process in theS11s1535d region.

Our measurements have used the GRAAL [17] polarize
and tagged photon beam obtained by the backscatter
of laser light on the high energy electrons circulatin
in the 6.04 GeV storage ring of the ESRF (Europea
Synchrotron Radiation Facility) in Grenoble. The linea
polarization of the beam results from the conservation
the laser polarization in the Compton backscattering. Th
energy dependence of the polarization can be calcula
by QED, from the laser light polarization at the collision
point, and has been estimated by computer simulatio
taking into account laser and electron beams emittanc
It varies from 0.98 at the maximum photon energy t
0.69 at theh threshold. In the measurements presente
here, using a green line at 514 nm, theg-ray energy
spectrum extended from the maximum energy of 1.1 Ge
to the lowest tagged energy of 550 MeV, well below
the h photoproduction threshold. The tagging detecto
provides an energy resolution of 16 MeV (FWHM) which
is limited by the emittance and the energy spread of th
electron beam. Theg tagging rate was up to2 3 106

photons per second for the integrated spectrum. It w
continuously monitored on line using a set of three thi
plastic scintillators and a total absorption detector [18
The liquid hydrogen target was contained in a Mylar ce
of 3 cm length and 4 cm diameter.

The 4p detector, for the detection of neutral and
charged particles, consists of a cylindrical central pa
and a forward detector. The particles emitted into th
1798
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central part at angles between25± and155± with respect to
the beam axis, pass through two coaxial cylindrical wir
chambers, a barrel made of 32 plastic scintillators, th
providesDE information for particle identification, and
the BGO ball made of 480 Bi4Ge3O12 crystals each of
21 radiation lengths. The BGO has cylindrical symmetr
around the beam axis with 15 segments in the axial pla
and 32 in the transverse one [19]. The energy resoluti
for g ray detection is 3% at 1 GeV [20].

The particles emitted in the forward direction at pola
angles less than25± pass two plane wire chambers tha
provide tracking angular resolution of0.5± and a double
wall of plastic scintillators covering an area of3 3 3 m2

and located3 m away from the target. This detector
gives an angular resolution of2±, a measurement of
the time of flight (TOF) with a resolution of 600 ps
(FWHM) and a DE information. It is followed by
a shower detector consisting of 16 vertical module
(leadyscintillator sandwiches) covering the same area
the double plastic wall, having similar time and angula
specifications and a limited energy resolution for photon

An energy deposition in the BGO larger than 200 MeV
in coincidence with an electron in the tagging detecto
triggers the data acquisition. We have collected da
on the photoproduction ofp0, p1, 2p0, and h. For
the reactionpsg, hpd, events corresponding to two or
six photons fromh ! 2g or theh ! 3p0 ! 6g decay
channels in the BGO, or one photon in the BGO and on
photon in the forward shower detector were collected an
analyzed. Recoil protons were detected either in the BG
or in the forward detectors.

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass spectrum for2g

events, reconstructed from the energy and angles of ea
decay photon hitting the BGO. With the tagger providin
the energy of the incomingg and all particles detected
in the final state, the reaction is overdetermined and t
events fromh photoproduction are easily identified using
kinematical constraints. The events for which one of th
photons is detected by the shower detector have be
analyzed using a global kinematical fit. These even
provide a statistically independent set of data. Emp
target runs have indicated a contribution of the order
1%, consistent with the target walls thickness.

For a photon linearly polarized in the vertical direction
the differential cross section forh photoproduction is

ds

dV


ds

dVunp
f1 1 PS coss2wdg , (1)

whereP is the polarization degree of the photon andw

is the angle between the reaction plane and the horizon
plane. The cylindrical symmetry of the GRAAL detecto
allows this coss2wd dependence to be observed directl
in the azimuthal distribution of events. By switching the
polarization alternatively between horizontal and vertica
states, two independent sets of data were collected. T
sum of the two yields normalized by the respective fluxe
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FIG. 1. Upper curve: invariant mass for2g events calculated
from the BGO response. Two peaks are clearly visible
the p0 and h masses before kinematical cuts. Lower curv
invariant mass for2g after kinematical cuts. The resolution on
the h mass is 50 MeV FWHM.

Nhor and Nver provides the unpolarized cross sectio
dsunp and the possibility to correct for small anisotropie
in the azimuthal response of the detector. Figure 2 sho
the ratio:

ds

dsunp


2Nver

Nver 1 Nhor
 1 1 PS coss2wd . (2)

The values ofSsEg , ud, whereEg is the photon energy
and u the polar angle of the outgoingh, result from a
fit to the distributions obtained in this way. The resul
are shown in Fig. 3. The asymmetries are large a
positive. Below 900 MeV, the angular distribution is
fairly symmetric around90±, but at the highestg incident
energies, there is a marked forward peaking, with lar
asymmetries, reaching values as high as 70%. The sm
polarization loss of the fully polarized laser light, by
mirror reflections and window transmissions along th
beam optics, is the main source of a62% systematic error
on the data points.

Several predictions for theS asymmetries can be de-
rived from the existing models that fit the differentia
cross sections. The authors of Ref. [6] use a coupl
channel analysis based ongp, pp, andph data to pre-
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FIG. 2. Azimuthal distribution atEg  990 MeV and u 
90±. The fitted curve [1 1 PS coss2wd] provides the value for
S  SsEg , ud.
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dict the gh channel. They include in their model, only
the first Np resonances: RoperP11s1440d, S11s1535d,
andD13s1520d. The corresponding predictions are show
by the dotted curves. Although positive asymmetries r
sult from this approach, the agreement is poor, except
808 MeV. In Ref. [21], an effective Lagrangian formal
ism, that contains Born terms and both vector meson a
nucleon resonance contributions [P11s1440d, S11s1535d,
D13s1520d, andD15s1675d], has been developed and fitte
to recentgh cross section data. The corresponding pr
dictions for theS observable follow the dashed curves
The agreement is quite good at energies below 900 Me
but the large asymmetries observed at higher energies
not reproduced.

In an attempt to reproduce the large forward asymm
tries, the “nodal approach” developed by the authors
Ref. [22] was used. In this framework, the angular stru
ture of spin observables provides a powerful tool to fin
out which angular momentum quantum numbers, cor
sponding to excited intermediate resonances, must p
a role in pseudoscalar meson photoproduction proces
[23]. Such an analysis, limited to resonances with i
trinsic angular momentaL # 2, has been carried out for
the target asymmetry observableT [16] and has shown
that all “four stars” S, P, and D resonances must be
taken into account [24]. A similar nodal analysis includ
ing our S data points, shows thatS11, P13, D13, and
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FIG. 3. S observable, at different incidentg energies, corre-
sponding to the photoproduction of theh meson on the proton
as a function of theh angleQ in the c.m. The full circles are
the results when the 2 or 6 decay photons are all detected in
BGO ball. The open circles are the results for one photon in t
BGO and the other one in the shower detector. The error b
include statistical and systematic errors. The horizontal ba
indicate the angular resolution. Predictions from already pu
lished approaches are dotted curves, Ref. [6]; dashed curv
Ref. [21]. Full curves, fit to our data resulting from the noda
approach, Ref. [25].
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D15 resonances are needed, with no evidence forP11
[25]. The fit obtained with the inclusion in the dynami-
cal model [26] of the establishedS11s1535d, D13s1520d,
P13s1720d, andD15s1675d resonances and a “missing”P13
(M  1880 MeV, G  150 MeV) resonance is shown by
the full curve in Fig. 3. There is a significant improve
ment towards fitting the large forward asymmetries at th
highest energies. It is worth noting that it is the inclusio
of a missingP13 resonance, predicted by quark model ca
culations [3], but not yet observed experimentally, whic
generates significant forward peaking as observed expe
mentally in ourS data [25]. The inclusion of this reso-
nance also produces the best fit to theT observable [24].

However, in spite of the contribution of a significan
number of low multipole (L # 2) resonances, the large
forward asymmetries cannot be reproduced. Large fo
ward asymmetries were also observed on earlier data ab
1.39 GeV [13]. Therefore, it is likely that the contribution
of higher multipoles is needed. In particular, theF15s1680d
resonance which is strongly excited in the initial chan
nel, should play an important role. More comprehensiv
theoretical investigations, including higher multipole reso
nances, are expected using the available formalisms quo
above [7,21] as well as a recent quark-based approach [2
with the task to provide a simultaneous description of th
cross section and of the asymmetry data.

In summary, we have presented newS beam asym-
metry data for the photoproduction ofh meson on the
proton. Existing theoretical predictions, based on diffe
ential cross section data, cannot reproduce the large f
ward asymmetries showing up above 900 MeV. A fi
of our data within the nodal approach shows the sen
tivity of polarization observables toP and D resonances
ignored in the differential cross sections fit, but fails to
give a good account of the experimental results, in spi
of the tentative inclusion of a missingP13 resonance. It
is argued that definite conclusions must await a glob
analysis of the existing data and the inclusion of highe
multipole resonances, in particular theF15s1680d.
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